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With consistently increasing visitor
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numbers in Glacier National Park (GNP)
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(Figure 1), park managers are working to
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come up with management solutions for
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transportation, visitation, visitor use, trails,
and access within the Going-to-the-Sun Road 2,000,000
1,500,000
(GTSR) corridor during peak season. The
1,000,000
GTSR Corridor Management Plan
500,000
Environmental Assessment was developed in
0
September, 2019. The preferred alternative
included in the assessment is an adaptive
management approach to address visitation
Figure 1. Recreation visits to GNP (IRMA NPS, 2021)
levels, which includes strategies such as expanding
the shuttle system, adding hiking and biking trails, and some changes to parking availability in various areas.
In contrast to the No Action Alternative, the adaptive management approach implies continuous
adaptation to constantly changing environment; it is a necessity for the complex and rapidly evolving systems
like protected areas that face numerous challenges, from climate change to the pressure on ecosystems
(McCool et al. 2015.) The adaptive management has been defined as “a systematic approach for improving
resource management by learning from management outcomes”, which involves six key steps: (1)
identification of clear management goals, (2) specification of multiple management options, (3) hypothesizing
how the system will respond to management interventions, (4) implementing management actions, (5)
monitoring the system response to see if it supports the hypothesis or otherwise, and (6) refining and
adjusting management practice, based on the analysis results (Londono et al. 2015).
From the GTSR Management Plan (NPS, 2019):
“Glacier National Park is proposing a plan that will guide
management of the Going-to-the-Sun Road (GTSR) corridor in GLAC
by identifying a suite of strategies and actions for managing
transportation, visitation and visitor use, trails, and access within
the GTSR corridor, during peak season, in response to
unprecedented visitation. These strategies will help the park
maintain a safe environment, meet desired conditions established
for the park's fundamental resources and for the provision of highquality visitor experiences.”
The preferred/proposed alternative was the Adaptive
Management Approach to Address Visitation Levels.
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The objective of this study is to provide a review of various reservation systems used in other
protected areas to address visitation levels, and gain an understanding of what the impact may be to areas
around the park if a visitation cap or restricted access is enacted by GNP management.
It should be noted that discussions about a reservation system in GNP started several years ago, as the
park has been experiencing record visitation and congestion issues. The idea was that this management tool
would “improve traffic flow along the Going-to-the-Sun Road corridor, reduce crowding and congestion, and
enhance visitor experiences and safety” (NPS, 2021a). Since the inception of this project, GNP as many other
parks across the country, had to make adjustments in its planning efforts specific to COVID-19 pandemic. In
addition to the above-mentioned reasons, the reservation system was supposed to enable the park to better
manage COVID-19 public health guidelines as well as a heavy volume of construction planned for the summer
of 2021. This should be kept in mind when considering the projected impact of visitor limitations in the park
and potential ramifications.

Photo: Elena Bigart. Siyeh Pass Trailhead. Glacier National Park.
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Introduction
Many parks throughout the National Park System have, and continue to, experience increasing
visitation and resulting concerns surrounding crowding (Figure 2).1 The core mission and the dual mandate of
the NPS is to “conserve the scenery and the natural and historic objects and wildlife therein, and to provide for
the enjoyment of the same in such manner and by such means as will leave them unimpaired for the
enjoyment of future generations” (NPS, 1916). National Parks across the country welcomed over 327 million
visitors in 2019, and 1.5 billion visitors in the last five years (NPS, 2020). Conrad Wirth, NPS director from
1951-1964, noted that “Our National Parks are being loved to death” (Wirth, 1980); this statement has been
repeated multiple times since then by several officials (NPS, 2018). Such popularity mixed with constrained
funding and staffing often result in deferred maintenance on park infrastructure, aging park facilities, traffic
congestion, and extreme crowding, leading to increasing stress on the National Parks system.
Glacier National Park (GNP) was designated a national park in 1910. It is known as the “Crown of the
Continent” and contains pristine forests, alpine meadows, rugged mountains, and spectacular lakes; it also has
over 700 miles of trails to be explored by foot, and the famous Going-to-the-Sun Road (NPS, 2021c). In 2019,
GNP received over 3 million visitors (IRMA, 2021a). In 2020, this number significantly decreased due to the
COVID-19 pandemic and the closure of the Eastern border of GNP, but some areas of the park, especially in
the fall, still received record numbers of visitors (Figures 3 and 4, IRMA, 2021b).

Figure 2. National Park System Visitation (IRMA NPS)

1

https://www.perc.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/how-we-pay-to-play.pdf
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Figure 3. GNP Recreation Visits by Month January 2019 – September 2021 (IRMA NPS, 2021b)
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Figure 4. West Gate Traffic by Month January 2019 – September 2021 (IRMA NPS, 2021b)
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Glacier faced a challenging summer in 2020, as the neighboring Blackfeet Indian Reservation
established safety protocols that restricted access to the Reservation and subsequently to the east gate. This
contributed to increased bottlenecks and congestion on the west side. Park Superintendent Jeff Mow said that
the park “was turning away hundreds, if not thousands of cars” due to the park being full. Mow also noted
that 2020 brought many new visitors to Glacier, who viewed it as a COVID-19-safe vacation. These changes
compounded existing issues and concerns and additionally brought with it a frequently observed lack of
awareness about park etiquette (Drake, 2021). Similar impacts have been noted in other national parks across
the country, where new visitors were often not aware of, or outright disregarded, common rules and
regulations, resulting in increased occurrences of inappropriate disposal of trash as well as human waste. For
example, in Rocky Mountain National Park, a local compared the smell of the air to Disneyland and
complained of discarded masks strewn around the park and a perceived lack of trail etiquette or awareness of
environmental guidelines (Chow, 2020). A common perception is that these first-time visitors, who were
unable to take their normal vacations because of COVID-19, created a crisis for parks and the surrounding
communities.
Throughout the summer of 2021, from Memorial Day weekend through Labor Day, Glacier required a
reservation ticket to enter through the West and St. Mary entrances. Around ¾ of these tickets were available
60 days in advance, and the remaining ¼ are available two days in advance. Visitors that enter the park at
Many Glacier, Two Medicine, Polebridge, or along Highway 2 did not need a reservation, but the park indicates
that access to these areas may still become limited during peak visitation. According to the park website, the
reservation system would “reduce crowding and congestion and enhance visitor experiences and safety… it
enables the park to better manage COVID-19 public health guidelines and mitigate impacts from the extensive
construction projects” (NPS, 2021a).
When evaluating preliminary results of the
reservation system in the fall of 2021, park officials
mentioned that it indeed reduced congestion on the
Going-to-the-Sun road during the day, allowed to avoid
closures of entrance strations and reduce the number
of parking closures at Logan Pass, prevented gridlock,
and reduced traffic diversion rate. However, the road
still remained busy at popular locations, and other
areas in and around the park experienced overflow
visitation and difficulties with access. A lot of visitors
prederred to arrive prior to 6 am and after 5 pm to
avoid getting tickets, which resulted in long lines at
entrance stations and congestion. Among other
challenges, it was mentioned that recreation.gov (official website to purchase entrance tickets) frequently got
overloaded, tickets were sold out in minutes, and there were additional staffing demands (Webinar, 2021).
These and other potential challenges and impacts of the reservation system in Glacier National Park and
outside its boundaries need to be carefully examined, better understood, and addressed in future.
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Limiting Use in Protected Areas
The idea of limiting visitors in protected areas and specifically national parks is not new. Manning et al.
(2017) identify four basic management strategies for outdoor recreation; these strategies represent
conceptual approaches that relate to achievement of desirable objectives: (1) increase supply, (2) limit use, (3)
increase durability of resource/experience, and (4) reduce impact of use (Figure 5). The first two strategies
deal with supply and demand, and suggest either increasing the supply of recreation opportunities to
accommodate more use, or limit recreation use through access restrictions of some fashion. The other two
basic strategies treat supply and demand as fixed, and focus on reducing the impacts of use by modifying
visitor behavior, or enhancing the resilience of park resources or experiences.

Management strategies for
Outdoor Recreation

Increase supply

Limit use

Increase the durability
of the resource or
experience

Reduce impacts of use

Overall limits

Selected limits

Figure 5.Management strategies. Adapted from Manning et al. (2017).
Within each of these strategies, several distinct sub-strategies can be identified. In particular, for
limiting use, Manning et al. (2017) describe several possible options, such as placing an overall limit on all
recreation uses, or limiting selected types of uses that have high environmental or social impacts. Overall
limits may be approached indirectly through regulation of lengths of stay and excluding as few users as
possible, or more directly through imposition of use ceilings. Limiting selected types of recreation uses is most
often deployed in the areas where either environmental impacts are high and damage to park resources is
apparent, or where social impacts contribute to the decrease in quality of the recreation experience due to
crowding, congestion, or user conflicts.
The above-mentioned management strategies are one classification system for outdoor recreation. A
second classification system for recreation management focuses on tactics or management practices – these
are actions or tools applied by managers to accomplish the management strategies (Manning et al., 2017).
These practices are often classified according to the directness with which they act on visitor behavior;
Manning et al. (2017) identify six basic categories: (1) information and education, (2) use rationing and
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allocation, (3) rules and regulations, (4) law enforcement, (5) zoning, and (6) facility development (Figure 6).

Managment practices

Reservation
Information and
education

Queuing

Use rationing and
allocation

Merit

Rules and
regulations

Lotteries

Law enforcement

Pricing

Zoning
Facility
development

Figure 6.Management practices. Adapted from Manning et al. (2017).
The first two practices are the most common, and the second of them – use rationing and allocation –
is directly related to limiting use. Use rationing and allocation are usually put in place when managers aim to
maintain the quality of the recreation experience and/or to protect the integrity of critical park resources.
Within use rationing and allocation, Manning et al. (2017) identify five different options: (1) reservation
systems, (2) lotteries, (3) first-come, first-served or queuing, (4) pricing, and (5) merit – see Figure 6.
A reservation system requires potential visitors to reserve a space or permit in advance of their visit. A
lottery allocates permits on a random basis. A queuing system requires potential visitors to wait in line for
available permits; these lines can be physically on the ground, or via a virtual online portal. A pricing system
requires visitors to pay a fee for a permit; in this case those unable or unwilling to pay will be “filtered out”. A
merit system requires potential visitors to “earn” the right to a permit – for example, they can demonstrate
knowledge or skill, or receive such merit for some other achievements. Each of these options may have
variations, and syntheses of use rationing and allocated practices have been developed and used in various
recreation settings around the world. Sometimes managers use certain modifications of these options – for
example, lotteries can be weighted to provide advantage to people who have been unsuccessful in previous
lotteries, or pricing can be conducted by means of an auction (Manning et al, 2017).
With each option arises a set of potential advantages and disadvantages, of which managers should
carefully consider before implementing any given practice. For example, reservation systems may favor those
visitors who are able to plan ahead, and leave behind those who don’t have this ability or tend to be
spontaneous, or have occupations that do not permit long-term planning. Lotteries can be costly to
administer, and may leave behind unsuccessful applicants to whom the area is very important. First-come,
first served systems may favor visitors who have more leisure time or live close to a site or a recreation area.
7
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Pricing can discriminate against potential visitors with low incomes. Merit systems may be difficult and costly
to administer, and may leave behind visitors who are unable to get training required to attain necessary
proficiency and knowledge. The level of acceptability of these practices by the public varies depending on the
location and context, but generally users tend to better accept reservation systems over queuing, pricing,
merit, and lotteries. The latter tend to have the lowest acceptability level. Regardless of the chosen practice,
key critical elements of use-rationing and allocation are perceived fairness and equity (Manning et al., 2017).
Although in general limiting use is considered the strategy of last resort in recreation management,
with increased visitation resulting in congestion and crowding in national parks, it has been applied more and
more of late. Common applications in the parks include queues, lottery systems, reservation systems, and
more recently - visitation caps. Queues are often used for entry or reserving campsites in many national parks
in the U.S. and Canada. The wait in line (physically or virtually) can become overwhelming: in certain areas, to
get a campsite in a desired campground in an NPS unit, potential visitors need to get to the site in the middle
of the night. Parks Canada uses a queue system online for people to reserve entry and campsites in many of
their popular parks and have had trouble with their website due to an overwhelming number of reservations.
It was reported that on a Friday night in April 2021, the system had 25,047 people in queue waiting for a
campsite, and on Monday morning there were still 14,500 people waiting to reserve (Dawson, 2021).
The queue system is often used in conjunction with the reservation system. The National Park Service
uses www.recreation.gov for people to make reservations for campsites, or more recently, entry to the park
or shuttle tickets. Many of the most popular parks have implemented some form of permit based
requirements in 2021. This includes Acadia, which is requiring vehicle reservations for its famous Cadillac
Mountain from May to October. Rocky Mountain is implementing a two-tiered reservation system; one ticket
for the Bear Lake Road area and another ticket for the rest of the park. Yosemite is using a permit system as
well, with the permit being valid for three days within all general areas of the park. Similar to Acadia and
Glacier, Zion required permits for certain areas of the park as well. The Zion Canyon and Scenic drive is closed
to cars as it has been for years, but for the first time a reservation was required for the shuttle bus that brings
visitors into those areas. These reservations in Zion ended over Memorial Day weekend following changes in
guidance from the CDC.
Some parks have implemented a lottery system for certain activities or locations within the park, such
as the Half Dome cable lottery in Yosemite or the Denali road lottery (Recreation.gov, 2021). There are also
several boating lotteries including floating the Grand Canyon, which uses a weighted lottery system, giving
those who applied the year before a better chance the next year (Kotack, 2014). The idea behind a lottery in
the U.S. national parks is that it “ensures a fair distribution process to provide access to popular recreation
opportunities. Limiting the number of visitors through a lottery process helps preserve and protect our beloved
locations, prevent damage to the natural landscape and enhance the experience” (Recreation.gov, 2021).
Capping visitation in national parks is something that the National Park Service has hesitated to do in
the past; instead, other methods such as redesigning infrastructure and implementing shuttle bus systems
have been used. NPS spokesperson Jeffery Olson noted that, “We don’t ever intend to limit the number of
visitors” (Sullivan, 2021). However, the COVID-19 pandemic created a unique opportunity for parks to
experiment with visitation caps, which have been discussed but not implemented for years (Lange, 2021).
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Reservation Systems – Case Studies
The table below summarizes information about several National Park Service units that use
reservations systems in 2021. These advance reservation requirements often apply to a certain period of time,
and/or location in the specific park. The main goal of these requirements is to better manage visitation, spread
out visitors across larger areas, protect natural resources and visitor experiences.
Table 1. Selected Case Studies across the U.S. National Park Service System
Reservation system

Duration (2021)

Justification

Cost

1. Rocky Mountain National Park - https://www.nps.gov/romo/planyourvisit/timed-entry-permit-system.htm
Pilot timed entry permit reservation
system.
Two types of reservations:
1. Bear Lake Road Corridor (entire
corridor and access to the rest of
the park): 5 am – 6 pm
2. The rest of RMNP, excluding
Bear Lake: 9 am – 3 pm
Permits issued using the reservation
system allow park visitors to enter the
park within 2-hour window of
availability.
Reservations are released on the first of
the month for the following month (e.g.,
on June 1, for the month of July); 25% of
permits will be held and available for
purchase the day prior at 5 pm on
recreation.gov.
Based on 75-85% of the park’s total
parking capacity.

May 28 – October 11

Significant increases in
visitation to public lands
in CO, continued COVID19 concerns, reduced
shuttle bus capacity,
housing challenges for
seasonal staff. RMNP was
the third most visited NP
in the country in 2019,
with more than 4.5
million annual visits.
The park was the first in
the country to implement
a temporary timed entry
permit in 2020 to reduce
visitation during the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Timed entry permit is
$2; sold online

2. Acadia National Park - https://www.nps.gov/acad/planyourvisit/vehicle_reservations.htm
Reservations are not required to enter
May 26 – October
the park, but vehicle reservation is
19, from sunrise to
needed to drive the Cadillac Summit
sunset.
Road (a loop road to the top of the
park’s highest mountain).
Permits are needed only for the
vehicles; for visitors who enter the area
by foot, bike, or taxi reservations are not
required.
Thirty percent of vehicle reservations
are made available 90 days ahead of
each date. The remaining 70% are
released at 10 am ET two days ahead.

Acadia is among the top
Vehicle reservations
ten most popular national cost $6; sold online.
parks in the United States,
with more than 3.5
million visits per year.
Visitation has surged
almost 60% in a decade,
leading to severe
crowding at many park
destinations, especially
along the Cadillac Summit
Road.
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Reservation system

Expected Duration
(2021)

Justification

Cost

3. Zion National Park - https://www.nps.gov/zion/planyourvisit/zion-canyon-shuttle-tickets.htm
Timed shuttle ticket system to ride a
shuttle in the Zion Canyon.
Each ticket had a 1-hour time window
between 7 am and 2 pm, during which a
person could board the bus at the Zion
Canyon Visitor Center.
Advanced tickets were released twice a
month, on the 16th and the last day of
the month.
Afternoon first-come first served walkup tickets were also available after 2
pm.
Tickets were good for only one boarding
at the Visitor Center, but visitors could
stay in the Canyon as long as they
choose, and get on and off the shuttle as
often as they wanted.
Tickets were not required for bikers or
those who chose to walk along the road
into the Zion Canyon (but were needed
to take the shuttle back, even if they did
not board it during the 1-hour window).

March 13–May 28

Zion was implementing a
shuttle ticket entry
system to enable visitor
access to upper Zion
Canyon and the Scenic
Drive while meeting
COVID-19 public health
guidelines. The system
was discontinued after
May 28, 2021.

The ticket fee is $2;
sold online.

4. Yosemite National Park - https://www.nps.gov/yose/planyourvisit/reservations.htm
A timed entry permit reservation
May 21 – September
system.
30
Day-use reservations are required for all
users, including annual and lifetime pass
holders. Each reservation is valid for
three days for one vehicle and the
occupants of that vehicle.
Reservations are available online at 8
am Pacific time seven days before the
planned arrival.
Day-use reservations are included for all
visitors staying overnight in the park,
including Yosemite Valley Lodge, Curry
Village, Wawona and Ahwahnee Hotels,
and NPS-managed campgrounds. Dayuse reservations are also included for all
visitors with wilderness and Half-Dome
permits and visitors entering the park on
permitted commercial tours.

Yosemite is among the
top ten most popular
national parks in the
country, with more than
4.5 million visits per year.
The temporary day-use
reservation system is
intended to allow the
park to manage visitation
levels to reduce risks
associated with exposure
to COVID-19. The purpose
is to be responsive to
changing conditions,
protect public and
employee health, and
sustain park operations.

The reservation fee
was $2; sold online.
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Reservation system

Expected Duration
(2021)

Justification

Cost

5. Haleakala National Park – https://www.nps.gov/hale/planyourvisit/sunrise-and-sunset.htm
Reservations to view sunrise at the
Haleakala volcano.
Reservations can be made online up to
60 days in advance of the sunrise visit
and are only valid for the day reserved.
The tickets are released at 7 am HST.
A portion of reservations for any given
day is released 2 days in advance.
A visitor may only purchase one sunrise
reservation per three-day period.
Besides that 4-hour window around
sunrise, visitors do not need a
reservation to enter and explore the
park at any other time of the day.

Year-round, 3 am to
7 am

The Haleakala volcano
dominates the eastern
part of Maui, Hawaii. It is
the highest point on the
island, and watching the
sunrise at the summit of
Haleakala is one of the
most popular things to do
in the park. Such
popularity results in
crowding, and in order to
protect natural and
cultural resources, the
park now requires
reservations.

The reservation fee is
$1 per vehicle; sold
online.

6. Arches National Park - https://www.nps.gov/arch/planyourvisit/fiery-furnace-permit.htm
Reservations to hike Fiery Furnace – the
only way to enter the Fiery Furnace is
with a ranger or with an individual
permit.
Permits may be reserved online up to
seven days in advance and must be
reserved at least two days prior to the
trip date.
Group size is limited to six people and
children under age five are not allowed.
Pets are prohibited.
Permits are valid for a specific date and
for day-use only (sunrise to sunset).
Permits must be picked up in person at
the Visitor Center, and all members of
the hiking party are required to watch
an educational video.

Spring through fall

The Fiery Furnace is a
natural labyrinth of
narrow passages between
towering sandstone walls;
hiking there is a different
experience from other
trails in the park. There
are few trail markers, and
it is easy to get lost.
Permits are needed to
protect the resources and
make hiking a safe
experience.

The cost of self-guided
Fiery Furnace
Exploration permits is
$6 for hikers aged 13
and over, $3 for hikers
aged 5-12 and those
with an Interagency
Senior Pass /
Interagency Access
Pass.

7. John Muir National Monument - https://www.nps.gov/muwo/planyourvisit/index.htm
Reservations are required for parking or
seats on the shuttle. In comparison with
other NPS units, reservations are NOT
available on recreation.gov; instead,
visitors should reserve tickets at
gomuirwoods.com. A parking space can
be reserved up to 90 days in advance,
and a limited number of spots are held
for week-of reservations.

Year-round

A parking reservation
system was launched in
2018 to improve visitor
experience and better
protect the park. Visitors
should pay parking
reservation fees in
addition to entrance fees.

Parking reservation is
$8.50 for standard
vehicle, $30.00 for
medium vehicle, and
$45.00 for large
vehicle.
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Reservation system

Expected Duration
(2021)

Justification

Cost

Alcatraz Island is a
popular destination in San
Francisco managed by the
National Park Service.
Visitors who wish to visit
the prison and the island
ground must secure
reservations. The
reservation system is
intended to eliminate the
need to wait in line to
purchase tickets.

The price for the ferry
tickets starts from $25
and varies depending
on the tour.

8. Alcatraz Island - https://www.nps.gov/alca/planyourvisit/fees.htm
Ferry reservations are required to visit
Alcatraz Island.
In comparison with other NPS units,
those reservations are NOT available on
recreation.gov; instead, visitors should
reserve their tickets at
alcatrazcruises.com.
Reservations can be made online up to
90 days in advance. Visitors may also
purchase same-day tickets in person at
the pier if they are available.

Year-round

9. Glacier National Park - https://www.nps.gov/glac/planyourvisit/gtsrticketedentry.htm
Pilot timed entry permit reservation
system to drive the Going-to-the-Sun
Road (GTSR) between the park’s West
and St Mary Entrances.
Approximately ¾ of the Entry
Reservation Tickets are available up to
60 days in advance with the remaining ¼
being released two days in advance.
Tickets are valid for seven consecutive
days per vehicle.
Visitors arriving on food or bicycle do
not require an Entry Reservation Ticket.
Day-use reservation are included with
any overnight lodging and service
reservations (such as boat ride,
horseback ride or bus tour reservations)
along the GTSR.

May 28 – September
6, between 6 am and
5 pm MST.

Going-to-the-Sun Road is
the most popular
destination in the park.
80% of park visitors travel
along at least some part
of the road (Layman,
1999), which is the
primary park experience
and one of the most
spectacular highlights of
the park.
The reservation system is
intended to reduce
crowding and congestion
and enhance visitor
experiences and safety; it
enables the park to better
manage COVID-19 public
health guidelines and
mitigate impacts from the
extensive construction
project.

Timed entry permit is
$2; sold online.
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Reservation system

Expected Duration
(2021)

Justification

Cost

10. Glacier National Park - https://www.nps.gov/glac/planyourvisit/shuttles.htm
A Ticket-to-Ride system that requires
every individual over the age of two to
purchase a ticket at Recreation.gov to
ride the shuttle.
Shuttle service operates between 7 amd
and 8 pm daily; the Ticket-to-Ride must
be validated at the visitor center
selected at the time of reservation,
either Apgar or St. Mary.
Visitors may board at their initial checkin location, or at en route stop when
applicable. To reduce crowding, visitors
may not enter the queue area prior to
their shuttle ticket one-hour time block
(e.g., a 10 am ticket holdere may board
between 10 am—11 am).
About ¾ of the tickets were released on
June 1, 8 am MST for the entire shuttle
season, and the remaining tickets are
released two days ahead of time on a
rolling window. The exact numbers
depend on no-shows and conditions in
the GTSR corridor.

July 1 – Labor Day
Weekend,
7 am – 2 pm

The system is
implemented to help
manage the park’s shuttle
buses. Having a
predetermined number of
tickets that are released
by time blocks is
supposed to ensure that
staff can load up buses
with the right number of
people, and reduce long
lines at Visitor Centers
and transfer points.

$1 per ticket; sold
online.

Photo credit: VisitMt.com
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Impacts to Surrounding Areas
Figure 7 provides a classification of the GNP visitors and their potential behavior (adapted from
Paterson, 2018). Local visitors may try to reserve tickets in advance, and may or may not get in the day of.
Likewise, non-local visitors may or may not reserve tickets in advance. If they reserve tickets, they may either
visit GNP and Montana as planned, or end up not arriving in Montana and waste their tickets. Those visitors
who did not reserve their advance tickets (either unsuccessfully trying, or not trying at all), may choose not to
visit GNP and Montana at all, reschedule their trip to a different time, or arrive in Montana anyway. In the last
case scenario, visitors can still try to reserve tickets two days in advance, and either successfully receive them,
or not. Each choice that the visitor is making ifluences the subsequent items and ultimately GNP visitation
levels, potential impacts (both economic and experiential), and possible displacement patterns.

Total Visits to Glacier National Park

Local Visitor

Non-Local Visitor

Get-in Day of

Receives Advance
Tickets

Visits Glacier and MT
as Planned

Does Not Get in Day
of

Does Not Rececive
Advance Ticket

Chooses Not to Visit
MT

Reschedules Trip to
Glacier and MT

Arrives in MT
Anyway

No Show: Does Not
Arrive in MT

Gets 2-Days in
Advance Tickets

Does Not Get 2-Day
Advance Tickets

Figure 7. GNP Visitor Classification. Adapted from Paterson (2018).
Since capping visitation in national parks is still fairly new in terms of implementation, there is not yet a
robust body of literature characterizing the potential impact that such limitations could have for gateway
communities and the larger surrounding regions neighboring the national parks that are limiting visitor use.
However, three broad categories of impacts can be identified: economic, experiential, and neighboring public
land impact (Figure 8).
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Economic Impacts

Experiential
Impacts

Neighboring
Public Land
Impacts

Figure 8. Potential Impacts of the Reservation System on Surrounding Communities

Economic Impacts
The most obvious type of impacts is economic. An estimation in 2016 reported that the total economic
value of the national parks is $62 billion. Considering the multiplier effect throughout local economies
surrounding the parks, it was estimated that in 2016 visitors to national parks spent $18.4 billion in local
economies, which supported 318,000 jobs (Bergstorm et al., 2020). The National Park Service has estimated a
more conservative estimate, suggesting that the parks contribute a total of $41 billion to the national
economy and 340,000 jobs were supported by visitor spending (NPS, 2020).
For Montana, an estimated $640 million dollars is contributed to the state’s economy by its NPS units
(mainly by its two iconic national parks, Glacier and Yellowstone), and almost 10,000 jobs are supported by
this spending (Figure 9, NPS 2021b). Compared to many other states, this number is fairly high indicating that
Montana’s national parks make a significant contribution to the state’s economy. Looking more specifically at
Glacier, visitors spent $356 million, supporting 5,400 jobs (NPS, 2021b). Glacier is clearly an important aspect
of the local and state economy, and 23% of visitors who are on vacation in Montana indicate that GNP is their
primary reason for visiting the state (ITRR, 2021). Therefore, concern by local communities over potential
visitation caps is logical. Recognizing this concern, GNP superintendent Jeff Mow emphasized the importance
of open communication and expectation setting with the community: “It’s spending time with the community
and set that expectation and give as much lead time as we can so folks understand those changes.”
(Repanshek, 2021).
If potential GNP visitors are discouraged by the system, these individuals may not contribute to the
local economy; their potential expenditures may be diverted to alternative areas or activities (Figure 6). This
would negatively affect local revenues, tax receipts, and employment.
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Figure 9. Economic Contributions to the Montana Economy - Visitor Spending and Jobs.

Absent a formal study evaluating the choices made, either stated or revealed, by visitors or potential
visitors, it remains difficult to estimate the overall economic impact to local economies. However, Paterson
(2018) considered the potential economic impacts of an Arches Reservation System through a thought
experiment that considers the possible actions taken by visitors. We adapt his considerations to the Glacier
example here.
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Experiential Impacts
The second type of impacts is experiential and relates to difficulty to plan in general, and lack of
spontaneity and uncertainty in particular. This would mostly affect local visitors and residents, but may also be
a concern for non-local visitors who like to be spontaneous or do not have the ability to plan ahead (for
example, for health reasons, due to family obligations, for certain professions, etc.).
The reservation system and the need for planning associated with it may make it harder to visit Glacier
– local visitors and residents now need to plan in advance, and can’t just drive to the park whenever they want
or are available. Quite often, visitors combine either vacation or work trips to Montana with visiting friends
and relatives, and reservation system may affect the ability of local residents to show/share the park with
their visiting family and friends. For those residents and visitors who have the ability to plan, it may not be a
big deal; however, people with occupations that do not permit long-term planning, such as many
professionals, would experience difficulties and frustration.
In addition, reservation system affects destination visitors who need predictability and large planning
windows. It should be noted that for such visitors who do plan ahead and book their flights and
accommodations six months or more (even years) in advance, a Going-to-the Sun road or similar reservation
system in which the max period is 60 days in advance creates significant challenges and disincentive. With
Glacier National Park typically serving as the primary stated reason for visiting the region, an inability to
reserve tickets and thus ensure the ability to participate in their desired activity might force them to
completely change or cancel their destination travel plans.
Finally, the system affects those people who are not tech savvy or do not have internet access: all
reservations need to be made online via reservation.gov. Not only online access is required, the website/app is
also often overloaded and tickets are sold out almost immediately.

Neighboring Public Land Impacts
The third potential type of impacts is pressure on neighboring public lands. For example, if visitors are
unable to secure reservations in a national park or in a certain location within this park, they may choose to
recreate in other, less popular areas in the same park, or on the adjacent public lands. This could potentially
lead to overflow visitation, negative biophysical and experiential impacts in campgrounds there, as well as
bring about visitor safety concerns. Many of these less popular locations are often favored among local
residents, and today with social media, information about these alternatives can be easily accessible and
attract more visitors. Therefore, these neighboring areas may also experience crowding and congestion
because of the displacement, and negatively affect experiences there.
There has been a lot of research on the displacement strategies in outdoor recreation (e.g. Manning
and Valliere, 2001, Hall, 2007, Hammitt and Patterson, 1991). Displacement is defined as “a behavioral coping
mechanism in that it involves spatial or temporal changes in use patterns in response to crowding or conflict”
(Manning and Valliere, 2001, p. 411); it involves shifts from one recreation area to another, shifts within a
recreation area, or shifts from one time period to another. It is emphasized that as use levels increase, some
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recreationists may become dissatisfied and alter their patterns of recreation activity to avoid crowding. Many
factors come into play that influence visitor behavior and potential displacement; in particular, limiting use,
reservation systems, and visitor caps can certainly affect such patterns.
Currently, there is limited research regarding the potential impacts of visitor limitations on local
communities and use patterns in the NPS units and adjacent public lands. Future research efforts are needed
to back up the above-mentioned assumptions on the potential impacts in GNP. More specifically, locationbased data (e.g., cellular data or GPS tracking) would allow better understanding of visitor use changes and
possible temporal and spatial displacement patterns in relation to visitor limitations, while survey-based data
(visitor intercepts) would provide information on perceptions of visitation caps. Such studies would provide
more insights on the acceptance and impacts of the ticketed entry reservation system in GNP.

Conclusion
Based on the findings from the literature, and analysis of the reservation systems used in other
national parks, it is possible to say that the timed entry permit reservation system that is implemented in GNP
for the first time in 2021 is in line with what is happening in other highly visited parks in the U.S.
In 2019, GNP was the tenth most popular national park in the country, with more than 3 million annual
visits. Such popularity often results in extreme crowding, traffic congestion, aging park facilities, and deferred
maintenance on park infrastructure. To address these concerns, as well as to provide opportunities for high
quality experiences and better protect unique natural and cultural resources, the park has been committed to
an adaptive management approach and tried different management strategies. Reservation systems and
visitation caps are among such efforts, and became especially relevant during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Capping visitation in national parks, and Glacier in particular, is a relatively new initiative; there is not
enough research data to see how the system is accepted by the public and which positive and negative
impacts it may create. It is crucial to carefully examine the consequences, ensure a fair and equitable process,
and regularly monitor its implementation.
Other NPS units undertake evaluations of potential impacts associated with the proposed or alreadyimplemented reservation systems, and such efforts are necessary for planning for and managing reservation
systems successfully. For example, in Arches National Park, using the interview data and statistical analysis, it
was estimated that visitation to the park may be reduced by five to ten percent during the first year if the
reservation system would be implemented, and could result in a reduction in spending of $11 to $22 million.
This, in turn, could reduce overall output, employment, wages, and tax receipts through associated multipliers
(Paterson, 2018). Although the proposed reservation system in Arches has not been implemented yet, these
estimations provided the park with the necessary data and helped to plan accordingly.
As of now, it is possible to say that GNP’s efforts are similar to what is being done in other popular
national parks across the country, but available information and data are insufficient to predict whether and
to what extent impacts would occur in subsequent years. Future research, especially on the temporal and
spatial distribitions, displacement patterns, and visitor perceptions, is needed to thoroughly evaluate these
strategies and their impacts on visitation levels and surrounding communities, and make precise predictions.
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